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1'. INTRODUCTION 

The performance of criminal justice systems is often approached in 

rather global terms through some set of loosely defined objectives. 

Sut:h efforts have been thoroughly criticized by Deutsch (1977) among 

others as lacking a clear and comprehensive c.onceptual basis. Hypothetical_ 

constructs are poorly formulated, and there are fe\'! concrete mechanisms 

linking the inputs of the c.riminal justice. system to the outpLtts'of . 
the criminal justice system. Clearance rates, for example, are a5sumed 

, . 
to respond to police budgets, but e~en if empirical relationships are 

found, their meaning is often ambiguous. It should come as no surprise 

then, that evaluations employing such perspectives a're rarely compelling. 
, 

A second difficulty with most criminal justice evaluations is that 

even wheTl a c 1 ea r, fonna 1 model is posed, pol icy assessmen ts are 

typlcally"'undertaken in st~tic terms. \'!e learn about the relationship 

between inputs and outputs at the margin, but Tittle of the sequential 

nature of criminal justice functioning. He may discover through static 

comparisons how an increase in police personnel can affect the "supply" 

of crime, for instance, but little about 1~n9itudinaJ processes by 

which police officers may affect crime rates. 'Hhi.le \'/e would not 
, 

deny the usefulness of stat'ic models, we also believe that much can be 
. . 

lea}'ned from dynamic approaches. 

Of course, it is one thing to argue for ~Qrmal dynamic approaches in 

princ1ple, and quite another to put such preaching into practice. To 
. 

begin, one must develop dynamic models of the criminal justi~e system 

\,/hich, though abstract, do not seriously distort the empirical phenomena in 

question. Then, one must operational ize a large number of hypothetical . . 
variables so that .their epistemic correlations are well above zero. This is, 
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non-trivial problem on which ev~n the best d~namic model of cour$p..~ a 

2 . 

may .founder. BlIt, ~iven the set 0: opera ti ona 1 i zed vari ab 1 es, one still 

needs to retU}4 n to the empirical \·/orld to obtain adaquate measU}4 es. 

Here a range of practical constraints are likely to intervene, perhaps 

undermining the entire enterprise. Finally, assuming that adaquate 

data may be obtained, the system's parameters remain to be estimated. 

Often this introduces yet another group of difficulties. 

While we would be among the last to c1aim that solutions for these 

and otlier prl.,blems are readily available, we will attempt to demonstrate 

in this paper tnat the application of dynamic models to evaluations of 

criminal justice performance is more than fantasy. ,He will focus on 

a subsystem within the criminal justice system, the police, propose a 

broad theoretical framel'lork, operationalize many of its key concepts, 

and then. suggest how it may be applied in practice. In the process, we 

hope to ~~'t only document:the variety of likel,y pitfalls, but' also 

h t ssments of criminal demonstrate the promise of dynamic approac es 0 asse 

justice performance. 

- The viewpoint adopted in the present paper is that part of the 

problem with attempts to meas'lre the perfonnance of the criminal justice 

system is the very macroscopic level at which they are undert~ken. The 

cri~inal justice system is a multicompone~t social organiiation. When 
, . 

. . t t" is made tha t the goa 1 s it is v~ewed as a whole, an impllcl assump ~on 

t fl ~ the goals of individual decision. one ascribes to the sys em, re ec~ 

makers within that system. There is consistency in the objectives of all 

those It/ho transform input; into performance. This i~ clearly a heroic . 

assumption. If one vie\'/s the system at a more microscopic level by 

choosing a parti~u!ar component and studying'it in some detail then 

.. 
• 
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3 . 

there is a better chance that the ,objectives of individual decision 

makers will be -consistent \'lith the objectives of policy, makers \'Iithin 

the SUbsystem. -In adaition, one can begin to discuss the objectives in 

a more concrete' fashion, one can identify ,factors ~/hich affect system 

performance (and these are likely to be 'more than .1ust inputs), one 

can begin to conceptualize \'/hat a model of the system will look like, 

and finally one can begin to develop a measurement strategy. It is the 

latter component which is the Ultimate goal of our analysis, but 

it is our view that measurement in the absence of a formal conceptualization 

of the system we are dealing with and the use to which that measurement 

will be put, is likely to be less useful than a measurement that is 

oriented to the particular needs of a particular problem. 

I 
, I 
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II. A DECISION THEORETIC FRAMHIO~K FOR THE ANALYSIS OF POLICE BEHAVIOR 

The subsy~tem we have chosen to consider in this' pa~er is the 

behavior of on-duty police officers. This is clearly one of the most 

micro level subsystems of the criminal justice system, and so it seems 

an appropriate level at which to begin. 

4. 

Our first task is to describe the nature of decision making ~n such 

a sy.stem and the generally accepted framev/ork for decision theory consists 

of the following: 

1. A set of agents (decision makers, controllers, actors). 

2. A preference orderi'ng for each agent (uti 1 i ty function, per

f~rmance criterion, pay-off function). 

3. A set of permissible decisions for each agent (5anctioned 

actions). 

4. Agents make some observations regarding the state of the world 

. ":1 n whi ch they are opera ti ng. The' ,'e 1 ati on bet\'/een the actual 

state of the wor.ld and the observations is called the information 

structure. 

,5. Each agent has a model of the system which is a formal 

description of the way in which the state of the world and the 

decisions of the agent affect the outcomes ?f the system. 

The behavior of agents is characterized by a set of decision rules 

Qr' co'ntrol rules \'/hich describe the decisions to be ~aken when certain 

observations are made. He assume that pr~ferences and the set of 

permissible decisions are ex~genous to the system being studied. There· 

are a numb~r of possible ways one coul.d furth~r specify the decision 

problem at this poin~. Th~ three most pro~inant ones are: 

1. There is only one agent \-/ith one preference function. 

2. There are m§ny agents with the sa~e preference fun~tion. 

, 
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3. There are many agents with different preference functions. 

The third category is usually called a game and it is clearly 

not appropriate for the situation we are considering. In addition, 

mathematical descriptions of such problems do not lend themselves 

easily to measurement strategies and empirical implementation. The 

second category is further diVisible into a) Team Theory, and b) 

Hierarchical systems. 

. 

While there is a substantial literature on team theory (Marschak 

and Radner 1972; Marschak 1955) it is the most abstract and formal 

treatment 'of the problem of decision making in large systems, and 

does not lend itself easily to ,empirical applications. One reason may 

be that optimal decision rules' for teams are considerably more 

comp'lex (analytically and computationally) than they are for systems 

with centralized decision making (one agent). It is also not clear to ." ,.; . 

, 5. 

what extent one would \'/ant to endm·/ an individual on-duty police officer . 
with decentralized decision. making despite the informational and 

computational efficiencies ','/hich might result (although it is also . 
quite apparent that the very nature of their environment requires that 

they often functiqn this way). 

. Clearly, however, there is a definite hierarchy' to the system we 

are describing, and it Would appear that a hierarchical multi-agent 

system is a good place to begin. Such a system would consist of a number 
" 

of interacting subsystems each under the control of one agent. The 

subsystems would be arranged 'in a hierarchy of levels. Com.'7Iunication 

would be lateral as well as. hierarchical, ,Unfortunately, while such 

systems have been discussed and classified (Simon 1962), the forw~l 

mathematical treatment of sucb systems is sHll relatively undeveloped.l 
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Finally then 'tIe are left "litH category 1, \'-Ihich, \'/hile not 
. 

completely 'satisfactory as a description of the decision environment 't/~ 

are addressing" is certainly more promising thaT. most of the others. The 

one agent/one preference function has \'lell formulated mathematical theory 

in both continuous time and discrete time, whfch should lead us to a 

much clearer understanding of objectives, policies or decision ,rules, and 

finally to a measurement strategy that is appropriate for articulating 

optimal decision rules. The requisite mathematical tools can be found 

within optimal control theory on which there is by no\'l a vast literature 

in mathematics, engineering and economics. In subsequent sections then 

we will envision the problem of, controlling the performance of on-duty 

police officers as one of formljlating rules or control signals \'/hich may 

be communicated to tnem from a central decision'maker on the basis of 

information about their "states" at different times. The rules Hill be 

designed'~'to maximize police performance in'terms of centrally determined 

,objectives given the envi'ronment in which they operate. These issues are 

discussed in detail in the next section. 

III. OPTIMAL CONTROL OF THE POLICE 

One of the basic premises of the decision problem is that agents 

po~sess a model of the system \'lhich formally describes the \'-Iay the state 

of the vlorld and the decisions of agents affect system outcomes. ~lore 

formally, we ~ssume that the functions of an on-duty police officer can 

be descri bed 'by a system of d-i screte time, linear difference equations of 

the form: 

Yt = Ay t-l + BZt + eXt + ut ' (1) 

where Yt is a vector of outputs, Y t-l is the same vector of outputs in 

----------------------~-------
~.-"'~ .. --.- .. ,.. 
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the previously observed period, Zt is a vector of variables which are 

exogenous to the system (that is they are not determined by the actions 

or outputs of the police) but "/hich describ'e the environment in which 

they operate, xt represents a vector of inputs or policy variables 

which are subject to control (also called control variables or instrumentsL 

A,B,e are known matrices of coefficients, and ut is a vector of unobserved 

stochastic shocks to the syste!".2 By outputs we mean the set of 

measureable activities whi,ch represent the f.unctions of 'police oificers.' 

For example, we might include among the Yt arrests, bookings, security 

'checks, mutual aid assists and arrivals a,t given locations. The variables 

Zt describe the,lI environment ll in \-/hich police operate. If the unit of 

analysis is a city precinct, 2t might include the ethnic and demographic 

makeup of the precinct, the presence of parks, mix of public transportation 

and other exogenous factors which ar~ cQ}1 related \'/ith outputs. The variables 

xt inclu9~ policy variables "/hich affect police performance such, as the 

n~mber of officers, patrol cars, routings, and rules governing apprehension 

and arrests. The ut represents the random unpredictable occurences which 

affect the outputs of the system, and which are unknown. 

The essence of the optimal control problem is to choose an appropriate 

set of policies to drive the outputs of the system. The model, as we have 

expressed it does not explain how policy variables are determined. If 

\-/e specify a rule or equation for the policy variables, they \·,i11 become 

endogenous to the system. 

There are two kinds of policies that can be considered. The first 

is ~ set of policies which are specified ~t the beginning of a planning 

period and a're not altered by future events, these are called control 

rules. The second kind of policy is one in \·,hich future policies depend 
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on future events according to some rule. These are c?-lled feedback 
. ' 

policies, des~ribed in the form of an equation 

(2) 

where xt is a vector of policy variables, G is a matrix of coeffi'cients 

and g is a vector of constants~ Both kinds of policies will be relevant 

for the pr9blem at hand. Clearly, some of 'the police functions are 

best governed by rules which are essentially invariant to the occurances 

on my given day. There are some, however, which are best determined 

as the result of the functioning' of the system at a point in time. 

We nO'l1 need some means of Judging the outcomes of a given 

'policy or set of policies~ What \'/e \<Jant is some \'lay to assess \'Ihether 

the outputs of a policy (the Yt elements or a subset of the elements of 

Yt) are"desirable. An objective function.;s a scalar function Nhich 

measures the desirability of the outputs or their characteristics 

(such a"S the means, variances or covariances). Hhen the variables are 

stochastic the objective function will also be stochastic and some 

parameter in the distribution of this stochastic function must be 

"' ....... -:-~- .. -.'-

selected as the criterion (e.g. the mean). One of the most mathematically 

conveni ent and trac'tabl e forms of the objecti ve funct'ion is the ex

pectation of a quadratic function of the stochastic outputs of our model. 

Let us assume a quadratic'objective function, and then we can 

state the optimal control problem. Specifically, the problem is to 

minimize 
T. 

E (C) = E I (y t - y!) 1\'1 (y t - Y't) 

t=l 

(3) 

subject to the constraints of equation (1) (the model of the system), where· 

? 

, . 

9. 

the yt (t=l, .. 'oT) are exogenously'determined performa,nce targets for the 

outputs Yt' th~ expectation E is conditional on the initial state of the' 

system (YO), and where ~1 is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix 

which weights the different objectives and establishes their relative 

importance in the criterion functl·on. Th th . t" 1 us, e op lma con~rol .problem 

is to choose values of the XIS (policies) which minimize the deviations 

of the output variables Yt from their target or desired levels Yt subject 

to the constraint of the equations of the model which describe how the 

policies determine the outputs. The exogenously determined elements of 

W refl ect the relative importanc.e of the different targets. The number 

of arrests, for oinstanc~, may he twice as important as the number of 

apprehensions. 

The optimal control probl em as \'/e have stated it has b':o components, 

one dete~~inistic and one stochastic. The.deterministic part of the 

control problem is obtained by setting the random disturbances in our 

model of police behavior 'eq~al to zero, their assumed mean value. We can 

write the deterministic model as 

(4 ). 

where the bars indicate that we are dealing with the deterministic part 

of the model. Now let y~ = Yt - }\ and x~ = xt - xt ' then the stochastic 

part of the control problem uses the stochastic model 

which is derived by subtraction of (4j from (1). ~lany researchers have 

c6nsidered only the deterministic control p~Oblem even in situations 
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\'lhere the system is kno\'Jn to be stochastic (see Pindyck, 1972) arguing 

that the added costs and complexity of considering the stochastic control 

problem may not be \'/arranted given the insensitivity of the model to 

random shocks. This seems inappropriate for the police, however, 

because the relevant systems are likely to be'extremely sensitlve to 

the stochastic components of the model. 

If the control problem is treated as deterministic·then the prohlem 

is reduced to one of minimizing 

T 

C = >: G t - yt>' ~It CY t - yt> 
t=l 

(6) 

with respect to X
t 

subject to the constraint of the model in deterministic 

form (4). The shocks to the system, hO\>./ever, m3.ke it necessary to 

modify the deterministic control solution xt by x~ in order to compensate 

for the deviations of Yt.from Yt " To reflect this, the objective function 

is decomposed as 
T T 

s' s 
E{C) = L CY t - Yt) 'HtGt - y.t) + E L Yt Htyt = C, + E(C2) (7) 

t=l t=l 

The blO parts of the control problem then are to minimize C1 with respect 

to'x
t 

subject to (4) and to minimize E(C2) with respect to x.~ subject 
- . . s -

to (5) The optimal policy xt .then is defined as the sum of xt and Xt" 

There is not sufficient space in this paper to go into a detailed 

discussio~ of the various meihods of solution of the optimal control 

problem. The most common method of solution is to apply dynamic 

prog'ramming (see for example Bryson and Ho, 1969; Cho'd, 1975; and Aoki~ 

1967) although the problem can also be solved by·the method of lagrangian 

o 
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multipliers or a discrete version of the Pontryagin minimum principle. 

What we have done in this section is to layout the conceptual basis 

for finding decision rules to govern the performance of on-duty police

officers. ~Ie have articulated a method for finding rules (policies) 

which are optimal, given an objective function which represents desired 

levels of performance of the system and \':eights them according to their 

relative importance. An essential characteristic of this conceptual 

framework is that it treats the problem in a dynamic framework. Policies 

and performance ~re viewed as a dynamic sequence unfolding in time "Jhich 

is the "lay the system of policing evolves 'inreal time. 

There are many issues .which we have not discussed or have treated 

lightly in laying out the problem~ and we must now provide some added 

~imension to the problem. The next section discusses in more detail the 

formulation of objective functions. This is followed by a discussion 

of the op'i:imal control problem which suggests some more complex control 

procedures and algorithms. We then discuss the sorts of measurement and 

sampl ing. strategies that are impl i ed by the optimal control frame~·lOrk. 

The final section presents some conclusions and suggestions for future 

rese3rch. 

IV. OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 

·In section III we introduced the notion: of an objectiv~ function 

\"hi ch represents the des i rahil i ty of the outputs or their characteri sti cs 

in terms of their ~eighted deviations from targef values. The notion that 

such target~ exist may seem naive given likely disagreE~ent on what the 

targets are and even greater disagrSemnet on their relative importance. 

Nevertheless, it must be recognized that virtually all bureaucratic 
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systems will in fact function \'1ith implicit obje.ctive functions and implicit 

weightings of objectives. 

It is also' important to recognize an objective function is only an 

approximation of the preferences of the policy maker just as the model 

described in equation (1) is only a statistical approximation of the 

functioning of police officers. Yet~ if an aDjective function is found 

to be imperfect, the function can be revised and the resulting impact 

on policy performance can be re-evaluated. ,The crucial point is that 

explici.t statements impose a discipline on the formation of policy that 

is likely to be missing othenqise. In the best of circumstances, they 

may lead to substantial improvements in the performance of the system. 

The objective function presented in section II is really the most 

elementary we could have ocnsidered and it \-lill be useful to expand on 

that basic framework. One of the irTlrlH~diate extensions that can be made 

is to recognize that there: mdY be cost.s associated \-/ith policies and that 

the resulting benefits may not outvleigh the costs. For example, if the 

state of the system is such that more arrests could be made or crimes 

could be reduced by having a more extensive coverage of a given area, 

then the implied optimal policy might be to have police travel singley 

rather than in pairs. There may be a cost to such a policy, hm'/ever" 

if ,the p'ersonal risk to the police is increased substantia.lly: Even if 

the optimal policy \'/ould be to simply put mo\'~ pai,rs of police on duty, 

this is not done costlessly since there are fncreased payroll costs, or 

cost~ in terms of coverage of other shifts. The costs of manipulating 

instruments can be incorporated ~I changing the specification of the 

objective function to the form 

,----_ ......................... !~.-----.... . ... 
13. 

T. T 
E(C) = E L (y t - Yt) I H t (y t -' YV + E I (8) 

t~l t=l 

where xt are ~he policy instruments, xt are ·the targets for those 

instruments, and Rt is a positive definite matrix, the diagonal elements 

of which giye the relative costs of deviating fro~ the nominal or target 

paths of the policy variable. The relative magnitudes of Wand R 

represent the relative costs of control versus the objectives of control. 

The grcdt advantage of the quadratic form of the objective function 

is that it is computationally tractible and yields linear decision rules 

when applied to linear models .. It does have some defects hm'lever. One 

important shortcoming is that it is symmetric. Consequently, it implies 

that the costs of overshooting a target are the same as the costs of 

undershooting a target. This may not be a viable assumption for the 

problem "~~~ are studying. It could well b~ that the costs of achieving 

too few apprehensions of suspects (for example') are greater than the 

costs of achieving too m~ny'. Another perhaps less important shortcoming 

is that it is additive. This implies that the expected cost of 

ach~eving objectives ~s essentially independent between periods. We 

may wish to penal~ze positive or negative cov~r'iance af outcomes bet'~/een 

biD periods. 

The symmetry problem can be resolved by considering objective 

functions that are piecewise q~adratic. For each output variable 

and each policy variable the range of possible values can be divided 

into three r~gions; in the mi~dle region no cost is assigned, but 

in the t"./O extreme regions costs are a'ssigned quadratically but 

asymmetrically. Let Yit' i=l, .•. K represent the K cDmponent~ of the 

vector Yt and let ~i ,and ~i represent the maximum upper and lov/er allov/able 
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deviations from the target trajectorY y~t respectivelY. Then, the' \ ~ 1 

objective function can be expressed as 

'K 

C = }; f'(Y't - y~t) 1 1 1 

* f·{y't - y· t ) = 111 

i=1 

* * -

* Y't < Yet - E. 1 -- 1 -1 

o : Y' t - E. < Y' t < y,~ + E· 
1 -1 1 1 \,. 1 

14. 

(9) 

(10) 

In iRis example Vll and \'12 are the quadratic penalties for deviations 

below and above the target range respectively. Similar,functional forms 

can be applied to the cost assoc~ated with manipulating policy variables. 

The use of piecewise quadra~ic objective functions complicates somewhat 

the computational problems, but not greatly so. 

The additivity and temporal independence of 'the objective function 

can also be remedied by including interte~poral covariance terms in the 

function. This is a more complicated prbced~re and will lead to more 

complicated optimization algorithms.\ The seriousness of this problem 

will depend on the particular circumstances,and it is not clear at this 

speculative state that it is a subject of'much concern for'the proble~ 

at hand. 
. 

~.'f I 

There may be functional for~s other than,the quadratic that are 

more representative of the true social costs, of not obtaining adequate 

'. 

. . .. " 
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performance from the policy system. HO\,/ever, the definition of societal 

goals in any parameterizab1e form is the most pressing problem at this 

stage, and the quadratic function does not seem especially unreasonable 

as a first approximation of the objectives to be pursued. 

V~ ALTERNArIVE CONTROL PROCEDURES 

In the development of the optimal control problem presented in 

Section II lit \-/as assumed the agents had full kno\,ll edge of the 'I i near 

system of equations which describe the functions of the police up 

to the additive stochastic errors. In this section we discuss briefly 

some of the possible extensions'of the basic control problem which 

account fOl' uncertainty about t'he structure of the model. 

The basic equation describing the functioning of the police is 

••• ~' f'~ 

(11 ) 

where all variables are defined as in section III. In that section, 

hO\,/~ver, we assumed that the matrices of parameters A, Band C \'Iere knm'fll. 

This is clearly not going to be the case for the system we are studying. 

The most likely assumption is that the coefficient mat!ices will be 

estimated on the basis of observed data and so the coefficients themselves 

will be random variables. 

This additional element of uncertainty in the system must be 

accounted fo~ in the computation of the solution to the optimal control , 

problem. The uncertainty ;n the problemis expressed in terms of the 

variances and covariances or the par~meters and the optimal control 

policies and the associated expected minimum expected cost can be 

derived by the m\3tl1od of dynamic programming'as in the orig~nal problem. 

The optimal feedback control po'i~ies will,turn out to depend on the 
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mean vectors and variance-covariance matrices of the estimated parameters. 

The optimal pol~cies under these circumstances will differ'from the 

policies \'/ith kno\'Jn para~eters but it is difficult to determine a 

priori what the nature of the differences will be. The exact computational 

procedures fdr this case need not concern us here (see Chow 1975 for an 

extensive discussion of the computational details), 'but it is important 

to be a\'/are of the necessary modifications. 

Explicit recognition of the uncertainty about the structure of the 

system Jeads to another interesting possible formulation of the optimal 

control problem, ,one in which decision makers improve their knowledge 

of the structure of the system through the process of trying to control 

. it. The basic premise of our conceptual picture of the performance of the 

policing system is that the measurable outputs are caused (in statistical 

sense) by the policies. Knowledge of the statistical link bet\'/een the 

policies and the outputs, ~owever, is imperfect because it is based 

on estimates that are obtained from historical data. Suppose that 

historical policies have been relatively passive and have not shown much 

variation, while outputs have varied considerably. Then, the statistical 

link b~tween the policies and the outputs will be weak. It is easy to 

see that under these circumstances the pursuit of active and varied 

poljcie~ could lead to improved knowledge of the functional relationship 

bet\'1een decision rules and policies. Indeed;,\'/hatever the historical 

pattern of policies and outputs it is possible to improve knowledge of 

the functioning of the system by introducing learning behaviol" into the 

model of decision making .. 

The optimal control problem can be formulated a~ an adaptive 

decision rule problem in \-/hich lea'rning takes, place on the part of the 

decision makers.' There are a number'of alternative \'1ays in which the 

.. 'i" 
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problem has been formulated. HacRae, (1972) and Prescott (1972) have 

developed numerical approximate solutions to the adaptive aecision rule 

problem, Tse and Bar-Shalom (1973) and Tse (1974) have developed solution 

methods which rely on conceptual approximations to the principle of 

optimality. One of the interesting characteri'stics of all of the 
, 

solution methods is that adaptive policies are often more conservative 

(less active) than non-adaptive policies. That is, the future gains from 

active experimentation may not offset the costs incurred by the uncertain 

impact of experimentation. This result, however, depends on the structure 

of the objectivVunction and system being controlled. It may \'/ell be 

the case that active experiment~tion will prove beneficial in the case 

of controlling the police system. 

Finally, it should be noted that we have considered only the case 

in which the model of the system is linear. This restriction was intentional 
..... j~ 

because the linear model is the basic building block of stochastic 

decision theory. All of the optimal control procedures discussed can 
, , 

be' extended to deal \-/ith non-linear models but at some cost in terms of 

complexity and computational difficulty. It is unknown at this stage, 

whether the linear framework will be adequate for modelling police 

behavior. 

VI. DATA COLLECTION FOR OPTUIAL CONTROL APPLICATIONS. 

Even the most sophisticated prescriptive models are of little 

pt'actical use without empirical information on the phenomena in question. 

In the absence of data, 1 inks between 'the model and the "real" vlorld 

cannot be established. For our purpbses therefore, collection of 

appropriate data is critical; if thel"e at"e n,o data, estir'ates of 

the coefficients in equations 4' and 5 cannot be obtained. ' 
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The observation that applications of optimal control theory require . -
data states little more than the obvious v/ithout some consideration of the 

kinds of data one should obtain. While it is ·difficult to provide a 

firm game plan in the abstract '('for reasons that \./i,l1 soon become clear), 

there are nevertheless several important issues which always must be 

broached. 

Some General Definitional Issues 

, looking back at equation 1, it is apparent that four basic kinds 

of data are required. The first, represented by Yt (and Yt-l) includes 

indicators of system outputs., For police, measures of direct contact 

with cftizehs, the speed of response to calls, reported crimes cleared 

by arrests are perhaps good examples although there are some non-trivial 

difficulties to be surmounted.- To begin, it is often not clear £ priori 

what is t04be treated as an end in itself and what is to be treated as 

the means to that end. Is a large number of face-to-face contacts 

with citizens a good thing (or maybe a bad thing) or simply a vehicle 

for better police community relations? To some degree, the difference 

betv/een means and ends 1 i es in the eye of the behol der or a bi t more 

formally, how one chooses to bound the system. And system boundaries 

are at least as In'uch political decisions as technical decisions. 

. A second complication in obtaining output measures is determining 

the proper unit of analysis. Sometimes app~opriate units may reflect 

rather arbitrary but hardly mutually exclusive levels of aggregation. 

One might consider, for instance, 'citizen. complaints about "unnecessary" 

force directed at particular police.officer-s or aggregated to the precinct 

level. On the other hand, one must not be blinded by conventional 

measurement decisions and under closer scrutiny, it may not be apparent 

what the proper units should be. For example, should one measure'of 

. . 

,t 

'.-
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police performance be arrests or some of the components that go into 

making arrests? The l~tter might include the speed with which information 

is relayed to patrol cars, the thoroughness of that information, the 

speed with which police arrive at the scene, the techniques used in 

'"hot pursuit" of a su~pect, and so on. 

A third and related difficulty is determi.ning the time intervals by 

which data on outputs should be organized: by minute, hJur, day, week, 

month or some other period. The issues here are often quite subtle and 

~epend.not only on earlier decisions ab?ut the proper units of analysis, 

but on a theoretical perspective about the system under study. In other 

words, a committment to the particular system one intends to monitor and 

control implies a theoretical vie\'1 on the system's dynamics and in turn 

the time intervals at which measures should be collected and reported. 

A system.,~hat changes slO\'/ly over'time may not need frequent soundings 
-' .. 

since little variance of interest ~ill be obtained. A system that changes 

rapidly, in contrast, will require more frequent measures or important 

phenomena \olill be lost. Too often, ho:,·/ever, output measures come in 

time intervals based on convention or organizational convenience. A 

detailed consider~tion of the performance of police on patrol, for instanc~, 

may be best vie\'/ed over five minute intervals rather than summary figures 

for. an ~ight hour shift. 

A second kind of data one must collect 'ls represented by Zt in 

~quation land stands for factors that are, from the perspectiVe of pol ice 

depa'rtments, beyond control. These describe the environment in ",hich 

patrolling police operate: phys~cal characteristics of neighborhoods 

(e.g. kinds of housing), statutes and ordinances affecting the behaviour 

of police and citizens (e.g. stop.-and-frisK Jaws), the kinds of police 
. , 
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'1 bl ' p,~,'ncl'ple (e.g. commun,ications equipment), and 'technology alta" a e 1n , 

,. t Note that exogenous factors may be fixed (e.g. other exogenous rac ors. 

street layouts) or stochastic (e.g. weather)., but in either instance, 

they are in principle observable and immutable: 

As in the case of outputs, the definition of ~hat is really exogenous, 

what the proper units of measurement shoul~ be, and the time intervals at 

, which data should be collected are often ambiguous. For example, the 

yearly budget (once provided) is basically exogenous and clearly 

places important constraints on how police departments function. 

HO\,lever, from year to year police departments may have sig~ificant impact 

o~ their appropriations and therefore, with a longer time horizon, 

budgets may be endogenous. Indeed, in the long run, a 'lmos t any factor 

affecting the functioning of police is to some degree endogenous. Thinking 

a bit mor~ about budgets, one could alternqtively (or in addition) 

consider the monthly allocation of depart~ent resources to different 

components of police departments and, for 'example, the kinds of difficulties 

that might arise when unusual needs for particular divisions in particular 

months are not easily met . 

• A. third kind ,of data required for optimal control is represented by 

x and measures 'factors over which police departments have control. t 

These are the inputs or policy variables whose manipulation allow police 

to alter their performance. Again, there are a host of difficult 

definitional problems to be surmounted, but examples might include the 

allocation'of personnel to v;rious assignments (e.g. the number of police 

on patrol on weekends), th~ recruitment an~ hiring of personnel (e.g. the 

number 'of minority officers), administrative regulations (e.g. guidelines 

on the' 'use of firearms), and dress codes (e:g. '.'/hen ,short sleeve shitts may 

.. . . ~ 
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be '-lorn). Note that with some other perspective on the system under study, 

even variables such as the allocation of police personnel may be exogenous. 

If one were examining the detailed actions of police over a particu1~r eight-

hour shift, for instance, the number of officers on patrol is exogenous and 

th.erefore a fi xed pa'rameter. 

Finally, there are events that are stochastic in nature and about which 

-no independent and observabl e information really exists. These are repre

sented in equation (1) by lit and result from the difference between outputs 

projected by the system model and the observed outputs. In other words, the 

ut are simply the residu~ls and are subject to a range of possible assump

tions. For our purposes, we rely on the usual assumptions implying that the 

residuals result from a large number of small perturbations to Y
t 

not cap

tured by the model. i'Je also assume that the expected value of u
t 

is zero 

and depen~ing on the application, one must ?lso make assumptions about the f .. , 

variance-covariance matrix of ut (e.g., the covariances are zero). 

To 'recapitulate briefly" \'Ie have been arguing for dynamic perspectives 

on the criminal justice system and particularly the police. This implies 

not only models in which time plays a critical role, but measures that per

mit concrete appliGations. Equally important"one cannot sensibly undertake 

measurement without one or more' ~ priori model s of th'e system under study. 

In the absence of ~ priori models, it will not be clear \-,hat ,to measure, 

whether the "",hat" should be treated as output, input, exogenous constt'aints~ 

or stochastic perturbations, and how often observations should be made. 

Finally, the existence of a r~nge of popular conventions speaking implicitly 

to such issues ,sh6uld not be allowed to obscur~ their problematic nature. 
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"Difficulties with the Usual Data 

It should be painfully apparent that a dynamic approach to criminal 

justice agencies places heavy demands in the quality of available data. 

1 of d,'saggregated indicators in inputs, out-'One must obtain a sensib e array 

t 't In addl't,'on,' it is absolutely e?sential puts, and exo.genous cons ra In s. 

that indicators of each and every variable be collected over t~me and fre-

1· 1 vant longitudinal variation. quently enough to capture important, po lcy-re e 

Typically, therefore, data of requisite quality will not be readily avail-

able, and a data-collection effort must be mounted. 

Perhaps nO'.'/here is this more obvious than in efforts to develop prac-

tical models for monitoring and. controlling the behavior of po'iceoffic~rs 

on patrol. Hhile monthly summary statistics, often by precinct, are com-

monly available, these are usualiy inadequate. 

Consider the following example. Suppose a local police 1epartment 

i'nstitut~~ a policy to aggressive)y stop-and-fr;sk any "suspicious" looking 

individuals on the streets ~n commercial districts after midnight. The im

mediate goal is to decrease burglaries. Also suppose that the only input 

measure is '.'/hen this change in policy occurred and the unly output measure 

is the number of reported burglaries, the latte,r organized into aggregate 

monthly figures by precinct. One potential problem is that a \'fide variety 

of factors may also affect the number of reported burglaries.in any given 

month and that therefore chang~s in the number of reported burglaries as 'a 

function of changes in stop-and-frisk policies will be impossible to isolate. 

At best these' other factors may be treated as "noise," but even under this 

, l'k 1 th't th ratio of noise to signal \'Iill convenient assumption, it'~ 1 e Y a : 

be so high 'that accurate param~ter e~timates will be impossible to obtain. 

In contrast, a time series of daily observatjons at least provides for the 

. , 
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~ossibility of disentangling police effects from noise. Put in other terms, 

a.ggr.egate monthly figures are actually the product of ad hoc smoothing, and 

are difficult to justify especially when statistical procedures exist which 

may model both the signal and the noise (e.g., Box-Tiao, 1975). 

Assuming that despite using aggregate monthly figures a reduction in 

burglaries is found, one may still be seriously misled by insuffi'cient under

standing about the precise mechanisms by which the reduction occurred. One' 

explanation for the reduction may be that prospective burglars are arrested 

(presumably with burglar tools) and are effectively put out of circulation. 

Another explanation may be that the stop-and-frisk policy effectively inter

venes in time to prevent burglaries from occurdng. Suspects are frisked 

and told to go home. Finally, ~top-and-frisk policies may simply increase 

the visibility of police in commercial districts, and this alone may deter 

would-be ,burglars. Note that each explanation has different policy implica-
I ., 

tions. The first implies that stopping and frisking suspicious individuals 

basically catches them with incriminating evidence frorri .. ,w.hich they may be 
• "., • '.. ~: ~ .;., • .,., •• oo .: JI ... :+ : :,' -

convicted of a felony. The second'suggests that crimes are prevented in 
, . 

part by postponing them and perhaps by changing the calculus by which bur-

glars operate (Let~emann, 1973). The third su~gests that prospective burglars 

are deterred simply by the presence of police, and that stop-and-frisk prac

tices per se may be beside the point. Note that the first two explanations 

may be interpreted as support ~or stop-and-frisk policies. The last explan

ation means that one may obtain the same result by simply patroling commercial 
, . ,-. 

areas more .frequently after mldnight. In any case, if detailed information 

were available about wha~'PQlice actually did on patrol, such confusions 
" 

could be eliminated. 

_ .. _ .... "", ... " 
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Nm'l consider an extension of the stop-and-frisk example in \'Ihich \,;hat 

pol ice do on patrol must be 1 inked to v/hen t~ey do it. Suppose one finds 

that after the ne'll stop-and-frisk pol icy has been in effect for several 

months, there is a marked increase in the number of police-citizen encounters 

leading to violence. On one hand, such violence may result directly from 

heightened face-to-face contact bet\'/een police and the kinds of 11suspicious" 

individuals \'/ho frequent commercial districts after: midnight. Stop-and

frisk practices may be less important than simply more numerous contacts 

between police and particula~ kinds of citizens. On the other hand, the 

stop-and-frisk practices themselves may cause the violence. Police may 

occasionally use the stop-and-frisk policy to rough up "undesirables" and/or 

citizens may respond to aggressive pol ice practi ces \'lith ·aggression of thei r 

oym. One could begin to separate these two competing. explanations by knowing 

\'ihether the violence occurred immediately after the initial contact between 

. police and citizens or whether the violence occurred after the frisking was 

initiated. In other words, one could determine whether the "stopping" or the 

"frisking" was the source of the violence, but to do so, one would have'to 

have detailed information on the sequence of activities preceding violence. 

It is important to emphasize that. the kinds of aggregate figures routinely 
" 

available from official records are typically lacking because both the longi

tudinal and cross-sectional dimensions have been aggregated. For any given 

~ime period, aggregating across individuals E;!ncourages the "ecological fal

lacy.1I Just because there are more arrests for burglary after stop-and-frisk 

policies are initiated, for inst~nce, does not necessarily mean that it is 

the officer~ who are doing the stopping and frisking who are also making the 

burglary arrests. For a given police officer, aggregating across time may 

lead to analogous errot's. If one finds that thefil~st "burglary in progress" 
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call to which t~e officer responds each night occurs on the average at 1:45 a.m. 

and the first burglary arrest of the night occurs on the average at 2:00 a.m. 

does not mean that the first burglary call '1 d necessarl y prece es the first 

arrest (i.e., these may typically occur on different days). To make matters 

worse, in the usual official data both the cross-sectional and longitudinal 

dimensions are aggregated. 

Collecting Better Data 

It should be apparent that the usual .data available from official records 

are inadequate for dynamic models of polic·e patrolling practices. ~le turn 

now to some sugges"tions of how one might do better. 

. To begin, one must determine \',hat variables .i!l. principle need to be in

c,luded in one's system mo.del. This implies returning to equation (1) and 

considering more thoroughly ho~ the system is organized. \~ith this accomp

lished;, one may then turn to the practical matter of finding e'mpirical· indi

cators. Below are some examples of the k~nds of var~abl~s one might include. 

Note, ho~ever, that these will necessarily depend on a kind of prior decision 

described above. 

I. Outputs 

A. 'Enforcement of Laws 

1. arrests 

2. citations 

B. Maintenance of Order 

"1.. crowd dispersal orcrov/d 

2: dispersing loiterer's 

control 

3. qUieting neighborhood disturbances 

4. breaking up fami ly fi ghts 

5. directing traffic 

(e. g. , rowdy par~ies) 
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C. Crime Prevention 

1. checking commercial and residentiai premises 

2. 'I?atrol ing 

3. educating the public (e.g., about proper door locks) 

D. Sod a 1 Servi ces 

1. convoy or transportation services (e.g., to hospitals) 

2. finding missing adults, children and/or P7ts 

3. first aid 

4. counselling (e.g., on whether charges may be pressed) 

5. providing information (e.g., directions to lost motorists) 

Q. referrals to other public agencies 

E. Community Relations 

l~ meetings with school children . 
2. meetings with citizens 

1 ,. 

recreational services (e.g., the Police Athletic League) 3. 

f. Assistance to Other Criminal Justice Personnel 

1. testifying at trials 

2. providing information to prosecutors 

3. providing information to detectiv~s 

G. Assistance to Other Public Agencies 

1. referrals (e.g., to welfare workers) 

2. protection (e.g., patroling in. schools) 

3. convoy services (e.g.~ for fire trucks) 

,4. crowd control (er.g .. , at public meetings) 

5. calling in emergencies (e.g., fires) 

26 
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II. Fixed Exogenous Factors 

A. .L~ga 1 Nandate 

, . ~ ., """''''---'--'~.--~'''--- ... ~ .... 

definitions of illegal activity by citizens 
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1., 

2. definitions of il1egal activity by police (e.g., legal search 

and seizure) 

-B. Resources 

1. budgets 

2. techno Ipgy 

3 • personnel 

C. "Supply" of Crime 

1. demographic facto,rs (e.g., age distributions) 

2. economic climate. 

3. local "tastes" for crime (e,.g., norms about marijuana use) 

Q. Physical Environment 
. 

1. location and mix of neighborhood types (e.g., comme'l'''cial versus 

residential') 

2. layout of streets 

3. street lighting 

4. loca,tio'n and nature af parks and other open spaces 

5. public transportation routes 

6. architectural features of structures (e.g., highrises versus 

~ingle-familY homes) 

7. location of schools 

E. .Community Support '.- . 

1. amoynt and ki~d of crim~ reported 
" 

2. will i ngness of wi'tnesses to testify 

3. will ingness of witnesses to pr~vide information , " 



4. availability of informers 

5.. respect for police doing their- duty 

6. ~ill~ngness of citizens to report police misbehavior 

(e.g., on graft) 

F. Support from Other Public Agencies 

1. cooperation from schools 
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2. infonnation from hospitals (e.g., about IIsuspicious ll injuries) 

3. information from building iDspectors 

G. Support from Other Criminal Justice Agencies 
. 

1. cooperation from prosecutors (e.g., in deciding which cases 

to prosecute) 

2. cooperation from judges (e.g., in setting bail, granting 

search \'lartants,and sentencing) 

;.3. cooperation from prison offlcials (e.g., in granting parole) 

III. Stochastic Exogenous Factors 

A. Where the Need for Police Services Occurs , . 
1. visible from street or not 

2. what neighborhood 

3. accessibil ity 

4: inside or outside 

B. What Individuals Need Police Services 

1- which particular citizens 

2. which particular public officials (e.g., a school teacher) 
,---

c. ~lhen the Need for Police Services Occurs 

1. time of day 

2. day of week 

3. month' 

4. season 

• "( •• !' C r" h 'f ! ') "t t 

D. Cl imate 

1.. ,tempera.tur.e 

2. 'precipitatton 
, , 

3. wind (which affects fires, for example) 

4. humidity 

E. Situational Factors 

1. number of citizens present 

2. whether drinking is involved 

3. whether police response is police or citizen initiated 

(i.e., was there a complaint) 

4. whether weapons are involved 

5. density of vehicular traffic 

6. relationships between citizens present (e.g., spouses) 

IV. Endogenous 'Factors 

A. 
.. , ,., 

Administrative Pplicies and Guidelines about Policing 

1. definitions of "necessary" force 

dress codes 

29. 

2. 

3. protection of citizen rights (e.g., inform'ing arrested suspects 

of ~heir rights) 

4. ,\. definitions of "good manners" 

5. 

6. 

. 7. 

. 's. 

proper record keeping (e.g., filling out arrest' forms) 

~estifying properly at hearings and trials 

physical fitness 

dispatching pro'cedures 

B. Training of Police 
" 

1. knowledge of the law 

2. use of fi reams . , 

., , ........ ,~ 
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3. self-defense and restraining suspects 

4. gathering evidenGe 

5. filling out forms 

6. human relations 

7. first aid 

8. crowd control 

9. use of nightsticks, gas, mace and other social control devices 

10. high-speed driving 

C.' Recruitment of Personnel 

1~ health requirements 

2. age requirements 

3.' educational requirements 

4. residential requirements 

5. affirmative action 

6. phychologic~l screening 

7. biographical background (e.g., previous convictions for felonies) 

8. aptitude and achieve!!1ent testing 

'D. Organizational Structure 

1. chains of co~mand 

2., centralized or decentralized structure 

3. grievance procedures fo~ citizens 

4. discipl i nary procedures for pol; ce 

5. promotion practic~s 

6. job descriptionS-and backgrounds r.equired 

7. communications networks 

. ,'II... , • 

E, Alloc~tion of Personnel 

1., by kind of task (e.g., patrol versus detective Idork) 

2. by time of day 

3. . 'by nei ghborhood (or other geographical unit) 

4. by time of year 

5. in response to special events (e.g., parades) 

F. Allocation of Hardware 

1. patrol cars, paddy wagons, and ambulances 

2. communications equipment 

3. firearms, handcuffs and o.ther equipment carried by officers 

4. technical equipment in crime laborataries 

5. data-processing equipment 

6. outfitting of offices and station houses 

/,J. cl erical equipment (e.g., type\'1riters) 

8. emergency equipment (e.g., riot gear) , 
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It is perhaps worth stressing onc~ again that the variabl es \'/e have just 

listed are ~ples of the kinds of things one might \'/ant to consider and 

depend fundamentally on how the system in question is bounded and at what 

level of aggregation one is ~'1orkin..9:. Nevertheless, it is easy to demonstrate 
, 

that at ,least many common policy interventions \,/ith pol ice, can' be roughly 

described \'/ith the framevlork suggested. For ~xample, the Kansas City Pre

ventive Patrol Experiment (Kellog ~t al., 19(4) involved primarily a change 

in the allocation of personne~.and transportation equipment coupled with 

an a1teration in ~he procepures by which police \'Iere dispatched. SimilarlY, 
'. 

the Rochester experiment in which patrol officers were allowed to playa 

larger role in investigative \'1ork .can be char.acterized by somm'lhat ne\'1 job 

descriptions for'police officers. 
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Unfortunately, even \'lith decisions made about \'Jhat to measure for 

the applicatio~ of optimal control theory, ;ne must still address \1hen to 

measure. Sinc~ time figures fundamentally in any dynamic models, the 

lnngitudinal arrangement of observations is absolutely criti~al. 

To begin, we shall ass~me discrete time as the subscripts in our 

equations imply, although for the kinds of variables involved, one typically' 

has no choice. In addition, we will require that regardless of when 

observations are actually taken, the data ~re ultimately arrayed so that 

the time intervals beb~een observations is constant. If, for example, . . . 
time is only recorded when a particular kind of event occurs, one would 

assume that at other times the event did not occur and simply record the 

absence of the event for those times (as if one were taking measures, 

and it \',as not observed). Here this not the manner in which the data are 

organized, the v~lues of Yt and Yt-l would tap different time lags as . " 
one stepped through the data and for any given value of Yt' the values of 

the other time dependent variables with the s~me sub~~ripts would often 

correspond to different moments in ti~e. The alternative of leaving a . 
"hole" in the data for moments in which no observations were taken would 

virtually rule out conventional statistical procedures for dynamic systems 

of equations. 

Th,e requirement of discrete, equal interval units of. tim'e suggests 

that wi,thin th~ bounds of to and tr' some f00TI of sampling must be undertaken. 
" 
Even a decision to collect micro-le~el data on a particular officer on 

patrol at 2 minute intervals,'fol" example, implies a form of "systematic 

sampling" (depending on how one starts the sampling sequence) in I'ihich 

events bet\o/een the 2 minute interva1s are missed. 

The recognition that one must necessarily sample in time introduces 
• 

a range o~ subtl~ ~uestions for which no simple answers are likely to exist. 

•• u • ~ 
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Perhaps most important, one must choose the frequency with \</hich observations 

will be taken. This implies some formal cQnception of hO\'J often the. 

system must be, measured to accurately and efficiently capture the 

phenomena of concern. Sampling infrequently may obscur important dynamic 

rela.tio~ships while observations taken too close tog~ther may provide a 

great deal of redundant information. If one wished to consider the sequence 

of signi~icant events occuring during a typical e hours, shift, for example, 

would one sample at 5 minute intervals, 15 minute intervals, 30 minute 

intervals or what? 30 minute intervals may miss, for instance, the links 

between a IIburglary in progress ll call and what police actually did upon 

arriving ~t the scene. 5 minute intervals might provide a v/ealth of 

virtually worthless information about an uneventful patrol, perhaps late 

,at night. 

In principle, one possible solution might rest on sampling different 
i ,' • 

time, intervals for different kinds of processes. One might sample at 15 

minute intervals, for example, during uneventful periods and more intensively 

during.periods when events were more ~ens~ly packed. Assuming this w~re 

feasible (more on that shortly), one could then analyze the sparce and dense 

periods separately or insert reasonable values in the observation gaps in 

th~ sparce period (e.g. "nothingll happened). This leaves unanswered, of 

course~ which periods will be deemed sparce and which dense and within 

them, how frequently to sample. 

If a decision is made to sample with different intensities at 

different times~ the)"e are seve'tal strategies one might initiate. First, 

one might petermine in ~dvance that some per.iods during patrol are 

likely to be linked to dense seque~ces of events (e.g. between 3 PM and . ' 

4 PM, when school lets out). Second, on~ m1ght make the collection of 
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more frequent data collection contingent on some particular event, 
-

regardless of when it occurs.. For example, one might begin collecting 

more frequent observations as a patrol car is dispatched to the scene 

of a crime. Third, one might space frequent and infrequent observations" 

regularly throughout a patrol period. Data could be collected, for example, 

at fifteen minute intervals with a 15 minute period of 2 minut~ intervals 

inserted once an hour. Finally, one might insert these more intense 

data collection intervals at random throughout an 8 hour shift. A choice 

among these strategies clearly depends on what one knows a priori about the 

system in question. If one knows, for instance, \'Jhich kinds of events are 

likely to be followed by impor~ant and dense sequences of activities, the 

second appro~ch might be preferred. At the other extreme of total ignorance, 

one might rely on the last approach of random insertion of more intense 

data collection periods. 

Assuming that one decided about how time will be sampled, one is still 

left the knotty problem of actually obtaining the sequence of observations 
" . . 

acrosi a range of variables. Basically, there are four possible sources 

of such information: first hand reports, data from observers, "traces" 

of events or technological "fixes. 1I First hand reports involve information 
" . 

from participants "at the scene (e.g. police officers, citizens, suspects, 

victims~ etc.). Observation data implies the collection of information 

by "outsiders" who are strategically located (e.g. in police cars) to 
- , 

record what occurs when. IITraces/l refers to data "left behind" by 

events of .interest. Dispatche"rl.s logs are perhaps a good example. Finally, 

technological "fixes" speak -to monitoring devices \'/hich record sequences 
-, ' 

of events. One might, - for example,' place small radio transmitters in 

police 'cars which send out signals on some ~egular basis. Then, it would 

.. . 
, .. ...... . '), .. 
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be possible to monitor the location of patrol cars without requiring 

pollce officer~ to call in. 
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Each of the four modes of data collection suggest a variety of 

tradeoffs. Data from traces is perhaps the most easily obtained, but more 

likely to speak to the needs of police departments than the needs of 
~ .. . 

researchers. Collecting first hand reports would in pl~inciple provide a 

wealth of detail, but would in practice have to be recorded after the 

fact. It is difficult to imagine police producing a narrative of a 

high speed chase as it occurred. Consequently, first hand reports would 

be su"bjec~ to errol""S in recall. Technological fixes haVe the. potential 

advantage of unintrusiveness, "but only some kinds of events may be 

accurately monitored~ Even if individual police officers carried small 

transmitters that allowed one to listen in to ongoing conversations, physical 

surroudings would be lost (unless pOlice tried to report on them as well).' 

In the best of all possible wo~lds, of co~rse, pne would design the data' 

collection to capitalize on the strength of each data collection strategy 

and therefore use some mix of approaches • 

, It should be clear by now that the application of optimal control theory 

to police patroling practices is not an easy matter. One needs some ~ 

"'priori model of the system in question~ 2. priori de!=isions of what and when" 

to measure and then some feasible means to collect the necessary data. 

G,iven consider;able ignorance ~f precisely wh'at po1ice do on' patrol and 

no compelling systems of model of patroling activity, the practical use 

of optima~ control, approache's-'will likely remain an elusive goal for some 

time to come. N~vertheless, we have some suggestions about how one might· 

initially proceed. 
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Data Collection Through Systematic Longitudinal Observation 

Decades of experience in sociology and ,anthropology have demonstrated 

that a range of important phenomena can be effectively measured through 

first hand observation. Variously characterized,as "field work" or ' 

"participant ob~ervation", this approach rests on a)careful observations, 

b)the use of on-the-scene memory assisting devices (e.g. notes), and 

c} the later construction of detailed description~ of what was observed . , 
, . 

(HcCall an~ Simmons, 1969; Junker, 1960; Schatzman and Strauss, 1973). 
, . 

While field work efforts are often ·character·ized as "onlyll a "case study", 

in fact, effective field work researchers capitalize on many of the more 

powerful q~asi -experimental designs described by Campbell and Stanley (i 963). 

To take a simple example, in his important study of police on patrol, 

Reiss 196a, employed (implicitly) a matched, multipl~ non-equivalent control 

group design to compare how police treated black and wh~te suspects. In 

essence,/~eiss collected observational data on a number of police-citizen 

encounters which were as similar as possible except that some suspects 

were black and some were white. Similar approaches have been advocate'd by 

Gl aser (1965). 

To date, hOvlever, field \'lork researchers have not fully capitalized on 

the'longi~udinal potential of their techniques. Analyses tend to emphasize 

cross-secti ona 1 compari sons in whi ch events in on'e setti ng a re contrasted 
. , 

to events in another, despite the fact that,frequent1y the sources of 

such oontrasts are sets of chronoiogical narratives. Here we propose to 

build directly on ability of on-the-scene observations to capture 

longitudinal sequences of events. 

In essence, the kinds of data necessary for the application of optimal 

conttol theory could probably be collected by' "simply" attac~ing an : 

observer to police as they go about their business. One could imagine the 

" 
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observer riding in po1ice,cars or walking a beat with police officers and 

re'cording \',hen various events occured. Perhaps the most straightfon/ard 

procedure would rest on first noting the event and the time (actually 

the time at which it began and the time at which it ended) and both 

could later be transcribed in the form of a ch}~ono1ogica'l log of·events. 

Roughly similar approaches have been successfully employed by several 

students of police behavior (e.g. Reiss, 1971; Skolnick, 1966; Rubinstein, 

1973), although all have stopped short of subjecting the data to a quantitative 

. dynamic analysis. Note that one \'Iould Iiot be limited only to \'/hat occured 

\'Jhen". and a variety of other sorts of data could be collected (e.g. the 

number of citizens observing a'police-suspect encounter, the location of 

the event, the \'leather, etc.) . 

At first blush, one might imagine that the presence of observers would 

substanti~lly alter the ways in which poli.ce behave; normal activity pa,tterns 

would be consciously adjusted to what police believe observers should be 

allowed to see. Hhile field work critics' have indeed raised such questions 

under the label of "reactivity", considerable experience indicates that 

after some initial a\,Jk\'/ardness, police (and other kinds of subjects) 

"habituate". Observers are in fact a very smal f part of the environment 

in' which police operate, and the regular forces affecting the day-to-

day behavior of police soon re-assertthemselves. Reiss (lQ68), for 

example, was easily able to observe a large number of police IIbrutali'ty" 

incidents which police would have no dou~t preferred to hide from external 
,-- -

scrutiny. In short, vlithin a reasonable interval, observers either fade 

in the background or are inducted into the "club" and t,"eated as insiders. 
. 

Given all of the other things police have to think about on patrol and 

la,rge bl'ocks of habit.ua 1 behavi or) observers ,appear to have 1; ttl e impact. ,-
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(See Nanning, 1972, for a revie\'1 of observational issues in studying police) 

\~hat might a typical data set generateq through observational methods 

look like? Imagine a log with times ~rranged down the left margin, 

perhaps at'one minute intervals. Across the top of the log 'o'lOuld b.e 
•• _.' ._ .... ~~_ A_.'~_-"'.~"_"';" ...... _'" ."~ .:'_ 

variable names including such things as the event, the starting time, the 

ending time, and the location (variously defined). Later, a range of 

other variables could be appended such as weather.conditions, the day of. 

the week, and most impor~ant~ policy relevant indicators (e.g. one person 

or b/o person patrol cars, weapons carried by police officers, stop-and

frisk guidelines). The crossing of times by variables \'/ould result in a 

matrix of time bound observations in which some variables would vary over 

time and SOme would not. Also, some variables would be 'nominal (e.g. 

·1t/hether the "event" was a motorist running a red light, whether police' 

policies allow the use of mace) arid some would be equal interval (e.g.' 

time, temperature). To illustrate, the log entl~y for 8:45 PI'! might shm'l 

(reading horizontally across variables) "used mace an resisting suspect, 

raining, 64 degrees~ ~500 block Main Street, light traffic, crowd pre~ent, 

t\'/o officers, Monday, July' 21 st. II If a pol ice department were interested 

in the deterrent value of mace, such infol~ation across a number of incidents 

woLlld be of great use. Inserted in a dynamic model of police patrol behavior, 

one could in principle not only describe 'r/hat typically occurred, but also 

provide recommendations in an optimal contr.ol context on v!hen mace should 

be used. One might find, for example, that in the presence of crowds 

(a stochastic exogenous eventJ~'mace is less effective on individual 

suspects because.suspects feel compelled to visably demonstrate their 

bravery. Hence, one might recorrmend that mace not be used \'lith crowds 

present. 

--~---------.'~~ .:.....-----'-"' .. -"'-'----.. -~ --' --_.'--_ ..... - ... - ........ -
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Note that use of observationally generated logs circumvents many of 

the difficulties described earlier. In particular, many of the more 

troubling problems involved in sampling time are largely eliminated. The 

log provides a regular, discrete metric on which events can be located ~ 

they occur. Hore dense p.eriods would not require any alteration in data. 

coll'ection methods, but \'/ould simply appear as periods of more dense entries 

on the log. 

On the other hand, the practi.cal use of observer generated logs is far 

1 d t d /I .t." s +hat from trouble-free. For examp e, one nee s a \'/ay 0 co e event.s 0 .. 

they may be organized into broader categories. Clearly one cannot permit 

each distinct event to be uniquely represented, but at the same time, one 

would not want to collapse events into categorie.Cj \,/hich 'significantly 

distort their meaning. Thu~, ~~e would probabl~ choose to keep arrests for 

auto thefts distinct from arrests for burglaries, but the difference 
" . 

between arrests for auto thefts by makes of ca\t's vlould likely swamp any 

serious analytic effort" However, such decisions clear1y rest on the kindS 

of issues raised earlier and the policy variables of interest. As 

we have emphasized throughout, different systems applied to different substantive 

concerns \'Iill req~ire alterations in one1s analytic strategy. 

A second complication involves the precision needed in events initially 

recorded on the l.og. For ex~mple, one \'I.ould probably v/ant to treat the 

apprehension of a suspect as an "event", but what about the actions that 

compose the apprehension? One could imagine recording a sequence something 

1 ike "spotted suspect, took chase on foot, 'cornered the suspect, \On"estl ed 

suspect to ·the ground, applied hc.ndcuffs, led suspect to \'/aiting patrol car.1I 

Should each of these be recorded as distinct events or wo~ld the ~verall 

event "apprehended suspect" suffi ce? Aga in,. 'there is no ans\·/er \'/ithout 

first considering the sys~em under study and the policy variables of interest. 
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If, for instance, one wished to model the broad impact of patroling on 

foot versus patroling in cars, perhaps "apprehension ll is sufficiently. precise. 

In contrast, if one wanted to model the impact of one person versus ·two . 

~erson patrols on the apprehension of resisting suspects, more detail ;s 

probably required. 

Gtven these and other likely difficulties, one might wonder if the 

data collection procedures we are suggesting are realli feasible and useful. 

Our response ;s cautiously affinnative. He have had considerable experience 

(Berk and Berk, 1979) developing dynamic models for household activities 

using ~ata much like suggested here. Indeed, those data, based on self

report diaries, are in many ~/ays weaker than the data we propose collecting . ' 

for police. Similarly, urban geographers (Lenntorp, 1976) have recently 

been modeling the movement of people in time alld space using chronological' 

reports of people's behavior. (They have also developed a number of 

interesting descriptive representations of time-space movement.) Finally, 

our suggestions should not be viewed as anything but a general description 

of how one might in principle build dynamic models of police behavior. 

Clearly, a great deal of additional thought is required, especially 
. 

coupled with small, pilot studies in which first hand experience may be 

obtained. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Given all of the diffico1ties we have'outlined, we would argue against 

any large scale effort to a.pply optimal control theory to police behavior. 

On the other hand, the time m~y be right to attempt a number of small 

scale studies employing one of tl'JO simplificat'ion strategies. First, it 
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may be feasible to focus on some relatively narrow di~ensions of police 

" behavior and apply optimal control theory at a very micro-level. For 

example, it may be possible to build dynamic models of police-citizen' 

encounters lasting ~ittle more than 30 minutes. Observational data 

might be adaquate, and the short time interval would in practice hold a 

range of confounding factors constant. If one \l/ere able to placE) observers 

in a small number of patrol cars for s~veral weeks, for instance, sufficient 

data of the requisite quaiity might \l/ell be ·generated. 'Second, one might. 

'attempt to \'lork with models at a much highe.r lev~l of aggregation if the 

. phenomena in question Were relatively si~plE. For example, one could 

imagine a dynamic model of the "migration ll of crime away from heavily 

patroled neighborhoods, with the' idea of developing optimal reallocation 

,poliCies to deal with this phenomenon. Clearly, however, even this would 

require a closely controlled data gathering effort over a longer period 

of time.··· It is unlikely that existing data sources could pr~vide alloT 
. . 
the requisite information needed to derive optimal policies. 

Fipally, however, we would like to argue that the adoption of control 

theory as a conceptual framework for analysis and data collection has 

certain intrinsic merits. If the process of police behaVior is vie\'Ied as 

one of discrete t'ime, dynamic decision making, then the foundation has been 

laid for improving data collection and ultimately, the performance of the 

system. Only by viewing the system in a way which reflects the logic of . 
decision makin~ in that system can we come to an understanding of the 

processes we would·like to improve. 

' . 
" .1 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. Some special cases af this sort of system have been considered 

in \'Ihich individual agents are responsible for specific kinds of 

decisions, ie. agent. i is responsible for controlling the ith policy 

variable. This is called the assignment problem and has been 

discussed by t1cFudden· 1969. 

2 •. The model as written, is what is referred to as the reduced form of 

a system of simultaneous equations. Even though there may' be contemporaneous 

interactions among the elements of Yt,any system \'/ith such interactions 

can be' represented in terms of a reduced form model ~ (See Theil, 1971) 
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